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Abstract—The objective of NEPTUNE is to establish a
permanent, sub-sea observatory surrounding the Juan de
Fuca tectonic plate. To achieve this objective, a special
power distribution system is designed to provide
continuous power to science equipment, vehicles and
laboratories locating as deep as 5 km below the water
surface. The NEPTUNE power system is significantly
different from terrestrial power systems in many aspects
and it requires different switching, protection and control
strategies. In this paper, we address the design of system
switching and fault isolation equipment.
Index Terms— Underwater cables, circuit breakers,
transient analysis, power electronics, fault diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vast oceans of the world have not yet been explored
completely [1]. Present technology allows the deployment of
battery-operated instruments, low-power instruments powered
from shore, autonomous underwater vehicles or remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs) that can explore the deep ocean
floor and carry out scientific experiments. All of these
methods are power-constrained. In shallow waters, the ROV
is powered by a generating unit on the ship through a flexible
marine cable. However, the cable weight and length makes
the operation of the ROV in deep waters an extremely difficult
task. An alternative method is to outfit the ROV with
batteries. However, the weight, volume and the limited
energy storage capacity of the batteries restrict the mission of
the ROVs to short periods.
Carrying out scientific
experiments on the ocean floor for extended time is a
challenging task that demands a permanent source of energy
to create a permanent observatory. This is the main task of the
power system design of NEPTUNE.

around and across the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate off the west
coast of North America [2]. The NEPTUNE power system
consists of a backbone circuit that covers the entire service
area, and branching circuits to reach specific sites. The
backbone network is comprised of 3000 km of cable
connecting about 30-40 evenly distributed branching units
(BU). The red circles in Fig. 1 show some of the system BUs.
These BUs can be viewed as the switching yards in terrestrial
systems. The branching circuits are not shown in the figure,
but they are cables connecting the BUs to the load nodes on
the seafloor. The length of the branching cables can be as
long as 100 km. Each node provides standard power to the
scientific equipment, and internet communication interfaces
between the scientific equipment and shore. The
communication network has a capacity of about 10 gigabits
per second capacity, and the power network delivers 200 kW
with a design life of 25 years [3].
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Fig. 1 NEPTUNE cable system

The main design features of NEPTUNE power system are:
1.

The total capacity of the network is 200 kW provided by
two shore stations: one will be located on Vancouver
Island, Canada; and the other on the Oregon coast, USA.
Each of these stations is capable of providing 100 kW. A
redundant power supply will be located at each of the
shore stations.

2.

The cable will have a voltage rating of 10 kV. The
resistance of telecom cable is around 1 Ω/km, so that for
high currents and distances of a few hundred km, the
cable volt-drop can approach the voltage rating of the

The topology of the planned NEPTUNE power system is
shown in Fig. 1. It is a fiber-optic/power cable network
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cable. Hence, a current rating of 10 A has been set for the
power network.
3.

The submarine cable is to be selected from among the
existing conventional submarine telecommunications
cables. This is done to reduce the cost of the backbone
system. The conventional submarine cables are highly
reliable and are being used in sub-sea telecom systems all
over the world. Fig. 2 shows one of the proposed cables.
The cable is to serve a dual purpose; its hollow core
carries fiber optics for communications, and its copper
sheath is used to transmit the electric power.

4.

The cable network is dc to reduce the effect of cable
capacitance [3].

5.

The ocean provides the return path for the current, so a
single conductor cable can be used.

systems, or point-to-point. Direct current in mesh network
structures has not been fully studied for terrestrial systems,
and certainly has not been considered for submarine systems.
II.

SWITCHING AND SECTIONALIZERS: TWO DESIGN
CONCEPTS

The NEPTUNE network consists of several BU/node
combinations connected by submarine cables as shown in Fig.
1. We have considered two conceptual designs for the BUs
and nodes; Version 1 is shown in Fig. 3, and version 2 in Fig
4.
1-conductor backbone

splice

6.

The anode of the system must be at the shore station to
limit the corrosion of the equipment in deep water.
Hence, the voltage of the shore station is negative with
respect to ground.

Breaker
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dc/dc
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to instruments

7.

8.

9.

At each node., a dc-dc converter is to be used to reduce
the incoming voltage from 10kV to a more conventional
level of 400V.
In the event of component failures or cable fault, a
protection system isolates the fault as soon as possible
and minimizes the loss of load.

Fig. 3 Version 1 power system design
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If a fault occurs, its location must be identified to within
1km to minimize the cost of search and repair in deep
water.
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Fig 4. Version 2 power system design
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Fig. 2 Proposed cable for the NEPTUNE observatory

In Version 1, the backbone cable is routed to the science
node through passive BUs commonly used in sub-marine
cables. The BU in this design has no switching element and is
used as a branching box. The power is delivered to the node
using two spur cables that could be as long as 100 km each.
The node, however, contains the switching devices (breakers)
necessary to isolate cable faults, the dc-dc converters, the
communication circuits, and the control circuitry. The
controller in charge of switching is powered by the dc-dc
converter of the node. The diodes are used to ensure that the
dc-dc converter of the node is powered first before any
switching action is employed to connect the rest of the
network. This feature is explained in more detail later in the
paper.

In this paper, we address the design of the switching and
protection circuits of NEPTUNE. To our knowledge, there is
no dc mesh network in operation. Most, including the wellknown dc system designed by Thomas Edison, were radial

In Version 2, active BUs house the switching devices
(breakers) and their controllers. The dc-dc converters and the
communication circuits are located in the science node. The
node is powered through a single conductor spur cable from
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the BU. In this active BU system, the power of the controller
is taped from the backbone cable, and is not dependent on the
dc-dc converter. This design is explained in more detail in
following sections.
There are several merits and demerits for each design. The
key comparative features are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Comparison of key issues in versions 1 and 2

Version 1

Version 2

All backbone breakers
depend on node operation.
Hence, a single node
failure can cause failure to
large sections of the
network.

Any node failure can be
isolated, and the rest of the
network maintains its
functions.

A failed dc-dc converter in
the node can interrupt the
controller’s power supply
operating the breakers.

The breaker controller is
independent of the dc-dc
converter.

Fault current is interrupted
by the node breaker; arcing
and restrikes should be
prevented

Fault current is interrupted
at the shore stations; arcing
and restrikes are avoided in
the sub-sea system

There is communications
between
nodes,
and
between BUs and shore.
Hence, the breakers can be
fully controlled by the
operator

The
BUs
have
no
communication links. The
operation of the breakers
in the BUs are thus
autonomous.

Two-conductors in the
spur cable are used, which
implies a costly special
cable.

Single spur is used. It is a
cheaper option.

occurs, shutting down the entire system from the shore
stations is justifiable, providing a sequential re-energization
and isolation of the fault can be done in short time. In this
case, interrupting the fault can be done at the shore stations.
The node switching is done only under normal operating
conditions, or at substantially reduced voltage. This approach
is reflected in Version 2 design.
II.1. Version 1: Design of the DC Circuit Breaker
The design of the node breaker of Version 1 is shown in Fig.
5. The components in the outer box are all located inside the
node. The main elements are
• 4 vacuum switches: S1, S2, S3, and S4. The advantages
of vacuum interrupters in medium voltage applications
are widely recognized [4,6]. All vacuum switches are
normally-open type.
• Soft-closing resistor R1
• Bypass capacitor C
• Discharging resistor Rd
• Two diodes
• Controller for the solenoids of the vacuum switches (C1
to C4)
• Snubbing inductors on both ends of the spur cables to
protect the communication repeaters from high frequency
current transients.
S3

S2

S1

R1

S4

Rd

spur
cable

C

Controller

In either version, a circuit breaker must be designed to
interrupt the dc current. Because there are no naturally
occurring current zeroes in dc, interrupting the current is a
non-trivial process. This is particularly important when fault
current of cable networks is interrupted, where the current
available from the discharge of the cable capacitance can be
very large.

spur
cable

C4

C3

C2

C1
10kV/400V dc/dc
multi-stage
Converter

Science equipment

Two switching concepts are studied in this paper. The first
one is to locate a dc circuit breaker in the node. The breaker
is composed of several elements to force a current zero by
diverting the electrical energy to a storage capacitor. By
proper design, arcing and restrikes can be substantially
reduced or eliminated. This approach is the one taken in
Version 1 design.
Another approach is based on the fact that faults in submarine
cables are rare and will likely only happen a few times over
the design life of the project (25 years). Most of the cables are
in deep water where faults due to fishing accidents or
anchoring are virtually nonexistent. Nevertheless, if a fault

Fig. 5 Version 1 circuit breaker

In this design, all the switching devices in the node are
energized by the dc-dc converter. Hence, the converter must
be powered first before any switching action is made. To
achieve this, two diodes are used as shown in the figure. As
mentioned earlier, the voltage of the shore stations is negative
with respect to ground (ocean). After one of the shore stations
is switched on, the diodes of the first node energize the
converter regardless which side of the node is powered first.
The converter then powers the controller of the vacuum
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switches. The node controller, upon a command from
NEPTUNE control center, closes the node switches in a
sequence described later. After the switches of the first node
are closed, the converter of the next node is energized and the
process is repeated sequentially until the backbone cables are
fully connected. The NEPTUNE control center is located on
shore and has full control of the switching, protection and
control actions of the nodes. The software exercising the
control is known as the Power Management and Control
System (PMACS) [7]. PMACS relies on full communication
with all nodes through the fiber optics located inside the
submarine cable.
II.1.1 Closing Process
All vacuum switches are normally-open type. When the node
controller receives a closing command from PMACS, it
initiates the following steps:
Step 1: S3 is closed first. No current flow in the branch
between the two diodes.
Step 2: S1 is closed to energize the cable of the next section.
The soft closing resistance R1 is now in the circuit to
reduce the inrush current due to charging the cable
capacitance.
Step 3: Remove R1 by closing S2. The soft closing resistor
is in the circuit for less than one second, and its
energy dissipation is manageable. The closing
switching sequence is complete.
II.1.2 Opening Process
The opening operation is more complex. It must be made
without damaging arcing or restrikes. Unlike ac systems,
interrupting dc currents cannot coincide with natural zero
crossings. In this case, the dc current must be driven to zero
using external circuits before the switch is fully open. One
method to achieve this is to design a bypass circuit by which
the current can be rerouted into a series capacitor. The
capacitor current then decays exponentially to zero. Before
interrupting current, the three switches S1, S2 and S3 are
closed. Upon receiving an ‘open’ command, the controller of
the breaker initiates the following switching sequence:
Step 1: S3 opened to commutate the current to the capacitor
C. During the charging process, the current of the
cable is reduced exponentially. Once fully charged,
the capacitor has fully interrupted the current of the
cable.
Step 2: Once the current is brought close to zero, switch S1
is opened and the circuit breaker can be regarded as
fully opened.

discharged through the resistor Rd whose magnitude
determines the discharging time of the capacitor.
The components in Fig. 5 are selected to achieve the
following:
1) Soft starting during the closing process by inserting
the correct value of resistance R1. The resistance
should be in the circuit for a short time to reduce the
energy losses and the size of the resistor.
2) To prevent restrikes from occurring inside the
vacuum switches. Restricks can damage the vacuum
switches especially when repeated.
Restrike is a phenomenon that may occur while the circuit
breaker is opening. As the breaker’s electrodes separate, the
dielectric medium of the circuit breaker begins to regain its
strength and the withstanding voltage of the breaker increases.
Simultaneously, the voltage across the switch contacts builds
up in accordance with the nature of the switching event and
the parameters of the entire system. If voltage buildup
exceeds the withstanding voltage at any instance, an
interelectrode breakdown occurs and arc current is produced.
This is known as restrike. For any given mechanical switch,
with fixed opening acceleration, only the rate of rise of the
restrike voltage (RRRV) can be controlled to prevent
restrikes.
Fig. 6 illustrates the restrike phenomenon. The curved lines
represent the restrike voltage in the case that external circuit is
well damped. The solid line represents the withstanding
voltage, which is assumed to increase linearly to the insulation
level of the breaker (Vmax). The dotted line represents a case
where the voltage buildup across the breaker’s contacts never
exceeds the withstanding voltage of the breaker. Thus restrike
does not occur. The dashed curve represents the case where
the external system parameters cause the voltage buildup to
exceed the withstanding voltage, and restrike occurs. In the
event of a restrike, high dv/dt may be produced (especially if
the external circuit is not damped), along with destructive
power dissipation in the breaker. These effects have the
potential to damage loads, cables and equipment.
Voltage

Vmax

RESTRIKE

topen

Time

Initial Arcing

Step 3: To reset the breaker for the next switching action, the
capacitor is discharged. This is done by closing S4,
while the other switches are open. The capacitor is

Fig. 6 Voltage build up and restrike
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To eliminate restrikes in Version 1, three parameters in the dc
breaker configuration of Fig. 5 are selected to ensure that the
withstanding voltage is always higher than the voltage buildup
across the breaker. These three parameters are the size of the
bypass capacitor, the speed of the vacuum interrupter, and the
maximum withstanding voltage of the vacuum interrupter.
The size of the capacitor determines the rate at which the
voltage across the vacuum interrupter builds up during the
opening process. The speed of the vacuum interrupter and its
maximum withstanding voltage determine the slope by which
the withstand voltage increases. Table 2 shows various values
of the three parameters that prevent restrikes, using vacuum
breakers from a well-known manufacturer. If a small size
capacitor is used, fast and high voltage vacuum switches
should be selected.

solenoids; one for closing (C) and one for opening
(O).


Back-to-back zeners on each side of the switching
circuit to operate as low voltage series power supply
for the BU controller.



Opening solenoids (O1 and O3, or O2 and O4) of
two switches (S1 and S3, or S2 and S4), each pair
operated by one BU controller.



Two closing circuits; each consists of the closing
solenoids (C1 and C3, or C2 and C4) of two
switches (S1 and S3, or S3 and S4), a capacitor, a
Silicon Diode for Alternating Current (SIDAC), a
Diode and a resistance.

Table 2 Restrike studies
S1

Maximum
switch
voltage
(KV)

Travel time
of switch
(ms)

15

5

2

15

10

5

15

18

10

25

15

1

25

18

1

25

20

1

Minimum value of
capacitance to
prevent restrikes (µF)

S2

Controller1

C1

O1

C3

S3

S4

O3

C2

Controller2

C4

O2
O4

Science
Node

II.2. Version 2: Active Branching Unit
Fig. 7 BU of Version 2

In Version 2, the branching unit is active, i.e. it houses the
high voltage switching circuit and its sensing devices. The
node in this design still houses the dc-dc converter,
communication equipment, sensing devices and low voltage
switching and protection, but it does not communicate with
the BU.
The switching circuit in version 2 does not interrupt fault
currents. The main reason for this choice is reliability of
switching, but it is worth noting that the space available in
commercial BUs is very limited and cannot easily
accommodate the extra components for fault clearing. Fault
clearing functions are left to the shore stations as explained
later. Also in this design, there are no explicit communication
links between PMACS and the BU circuits. Hence, the
switching circuit in Version 2 must be autonomous, with
enough intelligence to identify the intended operation and
protection protocols.
The science node, however, has
communication links with shore and PMACS.
The main components of the switching circuit in version 2 are
shown in Fig. 7. The circuit consists of the following key
components:


Four latch-type vacuum switches arranged as shown
in the figure. Each switch has two operating

The BU switching circuit is autonomous and can perform 4
basic operations without external intervention: Startup,
normal, faulted, fault locating, and fault isolation modes. In
all these modes, the BU cannot communicate with the shore
stations or PMACS through the fiber optic cables. Therefore,
we used various settings for the shore station voltage as a
means to communicate information to the BU about the
intended mode of operation. These operations are discussed
in the following subsections.
II.2.1 Start up Mode
The purpose of the startup mode is to close and latch all
switches. In normal operation, the shore station voltage is a
negative 10kV. During the startup mode, the shore station
voltage is set to a lower positive voltage of 5kV. Assume that
the shore station is at the left side of the BU in Fig. 7. Since
the voltage is positive, the diode in the closing branch at the
left side allows the capacitor to charge. When the voltage
across the capacitor reaches the break over voltage of the
SIDAC, the capacitor discharges its energy into the closing
solenoids C1 and C3; hence, S1 and S3 are closed. After S1 is
closed, the right closing branch closes S2 and S4. Also, after
S1 is closed, the power is provided to the next BU, and the
same closing procedure is repeated until all BUs are closed.
The time required to close a single BU is approximately equal
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to the charging time of the capacitor through a section of the
backbone cable plus the closing time of the vacuum switches.
This total time is estimated to be about 500 ms. Hence to
close 40 BUs of the entire system using 2 shore stations, the
total time is about 10 seconds. This is relatively short period.
Further, the energy loss of the charging resistance is small so
that the charging resistance can be installed inside the BU
with no need for cooling.
After closing all the BU switches (and recall, there are no
loads at this time), the shore station is disconnected, and its
voltage is reversed. Then the shore station voltage increases
gradually to the full negative voltage of 10 kV. The system is
now fully connected and ready to serve the loads.
II.2.2 Faulted Mode
The PMACS system determines the presence of a fault by at
least one of the following methods:
•

The fault current is sensed at the shore stations if the
fault is near shore.

•

The nodes (science node) around the fault experience
drops in voltages. Since PMACS monitors the node
voltage, the presence of the fault can be determined
and approximately located.

•

If the node voltages drop to below the minimum
required by the node main dc-dc converter (5.2 kV)
which powers the communication system, the
measurements cannot be transmitted to PMACS.
Hence a combination of sensing and state estimation
can be used to identify and locate the fault

Once the fault is detected, the shore system goes into the fault
locating mode.
II.2.3 Fault Locating Mode
The shore stations switch off the network. However, since the
BU switches are latch vacuum interrupters, they remain
closed. The shore stations then energize the system with a
positive voltage of 5 kV. This is the communication signal
from PMACS to the BU controller to keep all switches closed.
Also because the voltage is positive, the closing circuits will
ensure that all switches are closed. A separate module of
PMACS uses an algorithm based on the known cable
parameters to locate the fault using shore V/I measurements
[7]. After a delay designed to allow for fault location by
PMACS, the system enters into the fault isolation mode.
II.2.4 Fault Isolation Mode
In this mode, the section of the cable with the fault is isolated
and the rest of the network maintained in normal operation. If
the fault is in one of the backbone cables, all loads will be
restored. If the fault is in one of the spur cables, only the load
fed from the spur cable is isolated.

The system enters the fault isolation mode when the shore
stations energized the system at a negative 5 kV (less than the
dc-dc converter turn-on voltage). This voltage level activates
all BUs’ controllers. The controller in each BU uses an
isolation algorithm to determine if any switching action is
needed by the BU to isolate the fault. The controller
calculates the distance to the fault by using the locally
measured V/I ratio, and opens the switches after a delay T,
which is proportional to the distance of the BU from fault.
Thus, the closer the BU is to the fault, the smaller the delay T
(which is specific to the location). Accordingly, the BUs on
both ends of the faulted section open first and the fault is
cleared.
When the fault is cleared by the opening of a second (or third)
breaker, the other BUs experience an increase in their voltage
and (more importantly) a reduction in the current. This
transition in voltage and current are to be interpreted by the
other BU controllers as inhibiting signals for any switching
action. Now the backbone cables are all connected except the
faulted section.
After the faulted cable is repaired, which normally takes
weeks or months, the shore stations start up the system as
explained in section II.2.1.
III. LABORATORY SETUP AND TESTS
To validate Versions 1 and 2, prototypes were built in the
Energy Laboratory of the Department of Electrical
Engineering at the University of Washington.
III.1. Prototype of Version 1
The prototype is 300 V system with all the components
described in Fig. 5. The vacuum interrupters are normallyopen single-pole single-throw switches rated at 12 kV, 15 A.
The solenoids of the vacuum interrupters are rated at 12V.
The equivalent impedance of the solenoid is 48Ω. With four
vacuum switches in the breaker, the driving circuit requires an
auxiliary power supply of 12V, 1A.
The release time of the interrupter is 3 ms. The bypass
capacitor is 500 V, 1µF. The soft closing resistor is 1 kΩ
rated at 500V.
The objective of this test is to check the logic circuit, the
closing and opening sequence, and the durability of the
vacuum interrupter for repeated switching. It is unlikely that
restrikes would occur at such a low voltage. Higher voltage
testing at 10 kV will be our next step.
The breaker system was tested by running through all the
stages of the breaker’s operation as indicated in sections II.1.1
and II.1.2. The load was kept at the rated value of the vacuum
switches (15 A). The durability of the vacuum switches was
tested by cycling through the different switching steps
continuously once per second for a total of 125,000
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operations. All tests were successful in terms of functionality
and heat buildup.

system, the circuit is not expected to operate more than a few
times each year.

III.2. Prototype of Version 2

Overheating and missing operations were monitored during
the test. The heating level is very low, and we estimate that
the temperature rise in the BU will be small. No missing
operation was detected during the entire testing period.

The switching circuit of version 2 was also built in the lab.
The main objectives of the lab tests were: 1) to test the
switching sequence and the circuit functionality; 2) to test the
reliable operation of the circuit under very low voltage
conditions to simulate conditions with nearby shorts; and 3) to
test the circuit for durability.

Capacitor voltage (V)

Fig. 8, top figure, shows the voltage across the capacitor. The
lower figure shows the voltage across the closing solenoids of
the vacuum switches. As seen in the figures, the capacitor is
charged positively to the break over voltage of the SIDAC,
60V. Then after the SIDAC is closed, the energy stored in the
capacitor is transferred to the solenoids, and the vacuum
switches are closed. This test was repeated for various
voltage levels, including as low as 60 volts. All backbone
switches must be closed even at this low voltage level, to
allow for the fault location mode. Judging from the various
simulations for NEPTUNE backbone system, it seems that our
test is conservative: 60V level is below the actual voltage
expected during fault conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a new switch-operating method that is
proposed for the NEPTUNE power system. Simulations and
prototype tests at low voltage suggest that the method will be
simple and reliable, and that the temperature rise in the
submerged branching unit will be acceptable.
We plan to review the method within the structure of the
power group and, if the change is accepted, move to testing at
a more realistic voltage level.
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